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Abstract. The mobile platforms could be classified among those using
virtual machine and that not use to run native apps. A native app is
developed in a specific way for an specific mobile platform. The Rich-
Client Applications are structured multilayer form. Developers and users
have the problem of working with the constraints of mobile devices
such as the energy consumption. The developers have tried to do user-
centered designs. Analyzes have been conducted to justify the feasibil-
ity of developing mobile device applications natively or rich-client. This
paper presents a comparative study of navigation widget in rich-client
applications against native iOS and Android applications is presented.
The results presented do not make a quantitative comparison between
native iOS and Android applications.

1 Introduction

The mobile platforms could be classified among those using virtual machine
and that not use to run native apps. Currently, the developers mobile device
performed their developments as native or Rich-Client apps to advantage the
interaction that provide each platform [1,2]. This due to that apps as Fat-Client
or Thin-Client not enable a interaction friendly and consume a lot resources such
as process, network, memory, to name a few.

A native app is developed in a specific way for an specific mobile platform.
This apps are developed with the tools provided by the platform (compilers,
debuggers, profiles, among others). Furthermore, use the library and frameworks
including into the architecture of the mobile platform.

The Thin-Client applications are not dependent of the mobile operating sys-
tem to they work, these are easier to maintain because they do not have the
application code and their functionality depends on the server. On the other
hand, the Fat-Client applications have one or three layers of application code and
they can operate independently of a server for a period of time. The Rich-Client
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Applications are structured multilayer form. They can provide high responsive-
ness, they are interactive and they enrich the user experience for applications
that run autonomously.

Developers and users have the problem of working with the constraints of
mobile devices such as the energy consumption [3]. As a programmer, developers
seeking techniques that enable the execution of applications with low energy
consumption. On the other hand, users seeking to use applications that offer
longer battery use, on their mobile devices [4].

The developers have tried to do user-centered designs. This generates appli-
cations that are easy to handle and therefore popular. From the point of view
of resource management have focused on developments using techniques such as
offloading or use of code regions that do not use a virtual machine. An interest-
ing model is posed offloading techniques which divide a program into two parts:
the part that should always run on a mobile device and that may be subject
to offloading. The part that runs on the mobile device includes handling the
presentation layer, its means, the set of widgets [5].

Analyzes have been conducted to justify the feasibility of developing mobile
device applications natively or rich-client [1,2]. However, these analyzes have
not been as concerned to establish energy consumption affects the design of
native or rich-client applications. Perhaps this lack of analysis is because of the
high computational complexity computing is working with mobile computation
offloading techniques. However, several studies indicate that when an application
is active, are the screen and render it consumes more energy [6,7]. Therefore it is
necessary to study the energy behavior of the presentation layer and interaction,
since this always runs on the client side, that its to say on the mobile device.

This paper presents a comparative study of navigation widget in rich-client
applications against native iOS and Android applications is presented. In some
mobile platforms, such as Android or Windows, the native applications are run-
ning on a virtual machine. The Rich-Client applications in Android are executed
on a browser running on Dalvik. Native applications for iOS, run directly on the
processor and Rich-client applications run on browsers that do not use a virtual
machine.

The results presented do not make a quantitative comparison between native
iOS and Android applications. The results presented do not make a quantitative
comparison between native iOS and Android applications. This is because the
software tools to measure the energy consumption are different in both platforms.
In Android tools present consumption in Joules. In iOS tools show the level of
use of the battery. Furthermore, it is expected that the energy consumption of
navigation widgets is higher in Rich-Client applications. However it is interest-
ing to know whether the behavior between environments with virtual machines
(such as Android) and no virtual machine (like iOS) are similar. In addition, a
literature-based and results of our experiments on the involvement of as energy
consumption affects the use of the navigation widget HCI analysis is presented.
This means the user behavior and the impact on the usability, effectiveness and
efficiency.
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2 Related Work

In recent years, programmers and engineers have developed some techniques to
help make computer systems, applications and programs have good performance
and low power consumption. These techniques vary depending on the device,
operating system or context of use, to name a few. In general, we can see that
these techniques are: schedulers , offloading, offlining, network usage, design and
monitor approach.

2.1 Schedulers

This technique saves energy through proper use of multicore processors. Proper
selection of the core that executes a process allows energy savings when working
with non-symmetric multicore architectures. Since some not so important tasks
can be left in cores of low performance and low power consumption. Another
strategy prevents the migration of processes among multiple cores of a processor,
so the movement of the cache is avoided and energy is saved.

Yuan et al. [8] presents a real-time scheduler energy efficient. It is mainly used
to run multimedia applications, statistically cycles assigned to individual appli-
cations and runs on different speeds and times, allowing a savings of up to 72%.

2.2 Computation Offloading

Computation offloading is a technique used primarily in applications that run
on devices with limited resources. These resources are the battery, memory,
processor, storage and communications. The main idea of this technique is to
migrate the execution of computationally heavy tasks to other resources outside
the device, such as servers.

To achieve proper use of this technique, identify the task that is subject to
run out of the device. After the performance and energy to accomplish this task
on the device is calculated vs time and energy it would cost to send the task to
run out of the device (data transfer, transfer code, application services, use of
antenna, etc.). Memory usage can also be used as a reference to see if a task is
subject to be sent to run out of the device (tasks such as speech recognition or
image processing are subject to these techniques).

In [9] presented a system that supports offload code fine granularity to maxi-
mize energy savings with minimal effort for the developer. This system decides, at
runtime, which methods should be processed remotely to achieve greater energy
savings according to the current restrictions on mobile connectivity.

In [10], the authors present a system for image retrieval based on content,
which performs an intensive computation for image search. In this paper, it is
decided dynamically in that moment and that is what should be sent to the
server. This decision depends on the bandwidth of the wireless network, the size
of all images that are needed and the number of look that requires the user. This
technique achieved an energy saving of up to 45%.
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2.3 Offlining

This technique refers to the change of state of a component in a mobile device.
The state change may refer to turn on or turn off some component of the device.
In specific cases, such as multicore processors, can be turned on or off one mul-
ticore, or change the frequency at which they operate.

In [11], the authors propose policies according to the state in which the
processor, i.e. established if the number of threads that are running exceeds the
fiery core, then turn on additional cores, on the other hand, if the cores they are
not in use are turned off.

2.4 Network Usage

This technique is based on the transfer and data communication across different
mobile networks and uses the tail ratio to save energy.

Mital et al. [12] show that no matter the size of the data file to download,
since energy is dominated by the state tail or radio. Furthermore, Looga et al. [13]
propose a planner for traffic in wireless networks that performs short commu-
nication delays and combines them to form a long drive and take advantage of
radio tails were generated. This planner can save up to 72% of energy consumed
by the device.

2.5 Monitoring Battery Status

This is a technique for HCI. Some authors call this technique human-battery
interaction [14]. This technique allows users to monitor battery usage and also
manage the use of applications on your mobile device to optimize battery con-
sumption.

Rice et al. [15] show that in the idle state the mobile device is recommended
that the 2G network is not used because it consumes more energy than 3G or
wireless network.

In [4], the authors conducted a study on the attitudes and behavior of users
of mobile devices. This study shows that users needed to prolong battery life.
To achieve this, users tend to set the various services offered by your device,
such as screen brightness, wireless network, bluetooth, among other components.
However, the researchers emphasize that for users is not enough and demand
more clear and detailed battery status information and energy consumption.
Also, they found that users want to understand how the various applications and
services affect the energy consumption of your device to learn how to control it.

2.6 Design Approach

This is a technique that allows HCI mobile consumes less power by selecting
colors and content presentation application.

Several papers [11,12,16], agree that the presentation layer has a high con-
sumption of energy and it depends on the color of the screen. Some authors
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have reported that use the screen in white can consume more energy than a
black screen [16]. Other studies have aimed to use images in PNG format can
reduce energy consumption images in other formats such as JPG or TIFF.

2.7 Impact of Energy Saving Techniques in the Components of a
Mobile Device

As presented, there are different techniques applied to mobile devices to save
power. To review how these strategies affect a mobile device, you should consider
major hardware components of these devices, such as: Display, render system,
CPU, and network. Table 1 allows to observe the impact of technical hardware
component mobile.

Table 1. Energy saving techniques and their relationship with the components of a
mobile device.

Techniques Display Render CPU Network

Schedulers �
Offloading �
Offlinig � � � �
Design � �
Network usage �
Battery monitor � � � �

We can notice that Offlining approach and battery monitor could have more
impact en whole device mobile. The design approach affects the display and
render system. We consider this approach in our work because these components
are the main consumers of energy of the mobile device in active mode [7].

3 Test and Results

To study the presentation layer, was determined using navigation widgets
because these are the most used in mobile applications. The navigation wid-
gets considered were: Fixed menu, vertical list and Page List. Also, The test
system is equivalent to that of most commercial tablets. That is, with two cores
and at least 512MB of RAM and touch screen. In particular, we use a Rapsberry
pi b + card. This platform has a dual core processor ARM11 with 700 MHz,
512 MB RAM and OS Raspbian v3.18.

The prototypes were developed using different navigation modes to display
different types of animals according to their classification. The prototypes use
a navigation according to a selection of taxonomy. The prototypes have been
developed for different architectures of development: (1) Native without virtual
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Fig. 1. Circuit to measure the power consumption of mobile device.

Table 2. Energy (Joules) widgets on prototypes

Widget Native Native with VM Rich-client Rich-client with VM

Fixed menu 0.06692 0.11827 0.41610 0.47363

Vertical list 0.06497 0.09650 0.29417 0.31088

Page 0.02230 0.03026 0.25386 0.32699

machine, (2) native with virtual machine, (3) Rich-Client in browser without
VM and (4) Rich-Client in browser with virtual machine.

The prototype native application without virtual machine is programmed in
QT with C ++. Native prototype application without virtual machine was pro-
grammed in Java, using the Oracle JVM. Prototypes of Rich-Client application
were developed in HTML5 with Java Script. Run in browsers Epiphany and
Chromium with QEMU virtual machine.

Ten tests a circuit like the one presented in Fig. 1, each prototype were per-
formed and used to measure energy consumption. We focus on the physical mea-
surement because the widget uses the display, render and part can be processed
by the CPU. For each widget task was performed to measure specific energy
consumption using each selected widget (Table 2).

4 Conclusion

There are several strategies for energy saving applications for mobile devices
Table 1. In particular, the design technique affects the Display and Render system
which modes are active modules that consume more energy.

According to the widgets that developed, the paging widget that less energy
is consumed because is updated related to the widget content, whereas in as
many widgets as work items are loaded.

The sets of widgets that use less energy are native applications, specifically
QT. For Rich-Client applications energy consumption increases considerably
compared to native applications, because the application is running on a browser.

As expected, the virtual machine consumes more energy than applications
that do not use.
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